Q732 Government Source Inspection (Rev 05/20/20)

Unless otherwise directed by the purchase order, Government Source Inspection (GSI) is required prior to shipment from your facility. The Government shall be notified of the availability of parts for inspection a minimum of two (2) workdays in advance of the required inspection date if DCMA is resident at the Seller’s facility and seven (7) workdays in advance of the inspection date if DCMA is not resident at the Seller’s facility. The Seller shall ensure that objective sign-off approval (written or electronic) is obtained from the government representative performing the source inspection prior to shipment of the items. Government sign-off approval shall be included in the documentation package that is shipped with the item.

If GD-OTS Source Inspection (Q731) is also required, the Seller shall ensure that objective signoff approval (written or electronic) is obtained from the GD-OTS representative performing the source inspection prior to presenting the items for government source inspection. The Seller is responsible for scheduling the facilities, equipment, inspection articles, prior GD-OTS source inspection, and manpower to be ready for Government inspection.